We prove the claim made in the title. As a corollary, we obtain that a compact Lie group G has only finitely many subgroups containing a fixed maximal torus. The special case G = U(n) was dealt with in a recent paper of Borevich and Krupeckii.
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Proof, (i) N(H°) is closed in G and its Lie algebra is n(b). By Lemma 1, n(í)) = i) and so 77° = A^(77°)0. Since N(H°) is compact and 77° c 77 c N(H°), it follows now that 77 is closed in G.
(ii) For x G 77 we have xTx~x G 77°. There exists y G 77° such that .yTy"1 = xTx~x. Hence x = yz where z G H C\ N.
Theorem 3. let G be a compact Lie group, T a maximal torus of G, and 77 any subgroup of G containing T. Then 77 is closed in G.
Proof. Let K be the subgroup of G generated by all conjugates xTx~x with x G 77. Since T c 77, we have K c 77. Clearly, K is arcwise connected, and so it is a connected Lie subgroup of G, see [3] . Since K d T, by Lemma 2, we have K = N(K)° c 77 c N(K). Hence 77 is closed in G.
Corollary.
There are only finitely many subgroups of G containing T.
Proof. Let 77 be such a subgroup. By Theorem 3 77 is closed in G. By Lemma 2 we have 77 = 77° • (77 n A"). There are only finitely many choices for 77°, see [1] . Since T=N0gHc\NgN, there are also only finitely many choices for 77 n N.
